
HOTEL, DELÉMONT

HÔTEL MERCURE ★★★★
A hotel for travellers in search of local and authentic experiences.

"Our hotel is certified with the minergy label and has been designed as

a window on the culture and history of the region. Each room features

a work of art by a Jura artist. Our team looks forward to offering you a

unique experience!"

Directeur, Robin Chételat

Staying at the Swiss Hotel Mercure in Delémont promises an authentic

and exclusive experience in the heart of the capital of the canton of

Jura: with 44 4* standard rooms decorated in the artistic colours of the

region, a bar and breakfast area made entirely of iron ore and spruce

wood, and a relaxation room with sauna. Right down to its reception

area, designed with the heritage of the canton's watchmaking industry

in mind, the hotel sees itself as a noble showcase of Jura culture and

craftsmanship.

Just 50 metres from Delémont railway station and barely 50 km from

Basel-Mulhouse-Freiburg international airport, our Mercure hotel is

ideally located in the new, modern and lively pedestrian zone close to

the old town. Amidst the wooded and hilly landscape of the Jura,

Delémont presents itself between modern times and tradition. The old

town with its medieval facades and Renaissance fountains invites you

to stroll and relax among its shops and restaurants.

Our hotel is located halfway between the cities of Basel and Biel and is

the perfect starting point for discovering the Swiss Jura. Here you can

go on great excursions on foot, by bike or even on horseback,

exploring the hills, rivers and green pastures.

The hotel's advantages

- Guaranteed zero kilometres from the train station to the hotel!

- Environmentally conscious, minergy certified hotel for more comfort.

- An original work of art ''made in the Jura'' in every room.

- The Hotel Mercure Delémont is a mirror of our region.

- Discover the Jura in complete freedom thanks to the JuraPass.

CONTACT

Hôtel Mercure
Place de la Poste 10
2800 Delémont

+41 32 545 31 00
hc008@accor.com
all.accor.com

https://www.j3l.ch
https://www.j3l.ch/en/P102078
mailto:hc008@accor.com
https://all.accor.com/hotel/C008/index.fr.shtml
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